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Section 5: Bringing the Research Together – Developing a Comprehensive Retention Strategy
For an overall retention strategy to be effective, all components of the LBS college program must work together. The failure of
even one component to operate well can negatively impact retention efforts in other parts of the program. Many colleges, for
example, tend to ‘front end’ their retention efforts. How the components are defined and how they interrelate may vary
somewhat from program to program, but it is necessary for managers and staff to understand the unique connections and
relationships between the different elements and processes of their LBS programs.
The following chart identifies eight distinct but highly interrelated program components. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intake Process
Orientation
Policies and Procedures for Attendance, Progress and Behaviour
Overall Assessment Strategy
Program Planning/Content/Delivery
Classroom Environment/Dynamics
Support Services
Follow-up Activities

The lists of best retention practices on the following pages (first column) were created by incorporating key findings,
recommendations and retention strategies from several LBS/NLS projects that LBS colleges programs participated in. See page
92 for a listing of these projects. The lists of additional strategies and suggestions (second column) are based on input from
practitioners during regional training events hosted in 2003. Space has been provided in both columns to add additional items.
The third column is intended to help individuals identify specific areas of responsibility for each program component, and the
final (fourth column) provides space to document an action plan.
The chart is a work in progress. It can be used by LBS college programs (a) as a starting point for discussing how the various
components relate to one another (b) as a means to self-assess their own retention efforts in each component, and (c) as a
framework for developing a more co-ordinated and comprehensive retention strategy.
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Intake Process
Best Retention Practice

Additional Strategies & Suggestions

□ ensures the program is right for
the learner

□ first contact with prospective
student should be a phone call
with a warm, clear, simple
message that is as informative
as possible

Manager:

□ ensure voice mail is inviting

Administrative Support
Staff:

□ refers to more appropriate
programs
□ attempts to eliminate as much
bureaucracy as possible
□ personalizes the process, e.g.,
conducts personal interviews as
much possible
□ attempts block intakes as much
as possible
□ identifies students at risk and
responds with appropriate
interventions, e.g., makes
arrangements for support
services, helps students
overcome financial barriers

□ get students themselves to
self-identify risk factors
□ make sure that the front office
must be warm, not pushy, non
judgemental, prompt in
answering phone

Roles & Responsibilities

Teaching Staff:

□ listen for problems
□ use graduates as recruiters
□
Counselling Staff:

□ follows up with potential
students shortly after initial call
□
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Orientation
Best Retention Practice

□ helps students socialize to the classroom
and connect with other students
□ identifies students at risk and responds with
appropriate interventions, e.g., initiates
support groups, refers to appropriate
agencies in the community
□ introduces students to learning outcomes
and the function of the training plan

Additional Strategies & Suggestions

□ where possible, do group
orientations to make new
students feel comfortable

Roles &
Responsibilities

Manager:

□ start classes first day to get
students involved
□ set up peer tutoring

Administrative
Support Staff:

□ where possible, make sure
training plans are realistic

□ helps students understand the importance of
goals and helps students set realistic,
□ ensure that orientation package
achievable short-term goals
is simple, clear and appealing
□ helps students understand their own
learning styles

□ use a learning styles inventory
(CABS)

□ helps students understand positive and
negative forces that may affect their
participation in the program

□ check in with new students at
end of first day/first week

□ helps students develop strategies for
controlling the negative factors

□ find alternative to Grade Level
Reading Score

□ emphasizes the importance of selfmanagement/self-direction skills

□ set up one-to-one buddy
system with new students

□

□
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Policies and Procedures for Attendance, Progress and Behaviour
Best Retention Practice

Additional Strategies &
Suggestions

□ establishes clear guidelines for student attendance,
progress and behaviour

□ make full use of
training plans

□ ensures guidelines help support the learners and are
implemented in a fair and consistent way

□ make sure that policies
focus on student
success

□ focuses on students’ responsibilities for attending
regularly, making progress according to their
individual ability and behaving in an appropriate
way

□ have policies in place
for computer use

Roles &
Responsibilities

Manager:

Administrative
Support Staff:

□

□ ensures that policies and procedures are introduced
to students in a timely and sensitive manner
Teaching Staff:

□ provides sufficient flexibility to accommodate the
individual circumstances and needs of LBS
students
□ provides clear definitions and processes for
agency-initiated and learner-initiated withdrawals

Counselling Staff:

□ provides students with opportunities for evaluating
the policies and procedures
□ outlines the responsibilities of LBS staff for
monitoring attendance, progress and behaviour
□
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Overall Assessment Strategy
Best Retention Practice

Additional Strategies & Suggestions

□ ensures initial assessment
places the student at the right
level

□ do math and
communications assessment
tests

□ ensures that students experience
success early on in the program

□ do a reading assessment test

□ makes certain that students are
assessed on a frequent enough
basis that indicates they are
making progress towards their
goals
□ ensures a regular review
process for monitoring
students’ progress and giving
them feedback on their
assessment results

□ develop reasonable training
plans with achievable goals

Roles & Responsibilities

Manager:

Administrative Support
Staff:

□ have short term (e.g., six
week) goal setting
□ have regular staff meetings
to review progress
□ celebrate using stick-ons on
for good work

Teaching Staff:

□ have formal ceremonies to
celebrate success

□ recognizes and celebrates
students’ learning
accomplishments

□ hand out letters of
congratulations on
accomplishments

□

□ have students track their
own progress within courses

Counselling Staff:

□
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Program Planning/Content/Delivery
Best Retention Practice

□ focuses on critical-thinking, creativity and
problem-solving

Additional Strategies & Suggestions

□ encourage group work where
possible

Manager:

□ builds in self-direction activities and reflection
opportunities as much as possible
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□ vary approach, providing both
group and individual
assignments
engages students’ interests and motivates students
□ encourage through personal
encourages students to apply skills right away
attention where possible
links learning activities to students’ goals
□ take responsibility for students
provides students with opportunities to evaluate
rather than sending them to
curriculum/learning materials and seeks ideas and
other teachers, counsellors,
input from learners for curriculum/learning
etc.
activities
□ give choice to students on how
takes into account students’ individual learning
to learn
styles and diverse needs, e.g., cultural needs
□ personalize the learning
encourages students to take control of their
content
learning
□ have focus group meetings
incorporates group learning and collaborative
□ identify and utilize students’
learning activities as much as possible
learning styles
provides leadership opportunities for learners
□ recognize expertise through
exemptions

Roles & Responsibilities

□
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Administrative
Support Staff:

Teaching Staff:

Counselling Staff:
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Classroom Environment/Dynamics
Best Retention Practice

□ builds a community of support for students,
e.g., using systematic processes for
welcoming new students into the classroom,
establishing focus group or town hall
discussions, supporting student newspapers
□ identifies students at risk and responds with
appropriate interventions, e.g., discussing
negative forces or barriers and addressing
them through learning activities

Additional Strategies & Suggestions

□ model respect

Roles & Responsibilities

Manager:

□ adopt a relaxed atmosphere
□ recognize diversity
□ use seating arrangements to
create desired atmosphere
□ use message boards

□ with continuous intake have
students orient and help one
□ uses program space for a variety of functions,
another
e.g., lecture, group discussion, individual
□ use chalkboards to keep
study, confidential consultation
messages up-to-date
□ ensures that students are aware of their rights
□ use student helpers for
and responsibilities and that attendance,
computers
progress and behaviour policies are carried
out in a fair and consistent manner
□ create an inviting atmosphere
through plants, pictures, etc.
□ establishes regular meetings to discuss
students’ progress and other issues
□
□ refers students to appropriate support
services as needed, e.g., career counsellor
□
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Administrative
Support Staff:

Teaching Staff:

Counselling Staff:
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Support Services
Best Retention Practice

Additional Strategies & Suggestions

□ ensures access to
academic/career information
and personal counselling

□ have community agencies
(Mental Health, etc.) make
presentations

□ ensures that students are aware
of other supports in the college
setting and community

□ tour facilities with new
students (library, students’
services, medical etc.)

□ presents redirection options to
students and redirects students
as necessary

□

Roles & Responsibilities

Manager:

Administrative Support
Staff:

□
Teaching Staff:

Counselling Staff:
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Follow-up Activities
Best Retention Practice

□ follows up immediately on
students who may have
dropped out of the program
□ gathers data on students and
uses that data to inform
program planning and improve
overall retention strategy, e.g.,
why students left and what
might bring them back

Additional Strategies & Suggestions

□ phone ‘stop-outs’ to show
concern

Roles & Responsibilities

Manager:

□ use the student advisor to
make contact
□ send a card

Administrative Support
Staff:

□

□
Teaching Staff:

Counselling Staff:
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